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Abstract  
A new SEM-based in-line electron holography microscope has been under development. The 
microscope utilizes conventional SEM and BF-STEM functionality to allow for rapid 
searching of the specimen of interest, seamless interchange between SEM, BF-STEM and 
holographic imaging modes, and makes use of coherent low-energy in-line electron 
holography to obtain low-dose, high-contrast images of light element materials. We report 
here an overview of the instrumentation and first experimental results on gold nano-particles 
and carbon nano-fibers for system performance tests. Reconstructed images obtained from 
the holographic imaging mode of the new microscope show substantial image contrast and 
resolution compared to those acquired by SEM and BF-STEM modes, demonstrating the 
feasibility of high-contrast imaging via low-energy in-line electron holography. The prospect 
of utilizing the new microscope to image purified biological specimens at the individual 
particle level is discussed and electron optical issues and challenges to further improve 
resolution and contrast are considered. 
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1. Introduction 
Electron microscopes - generally categorized as either Scanning Electron 
Microscopes (SEM) or Transmission Electron Microscopes (TEM) - have been widely used 
for studying specimens at the nano-level by taking advantage of the sub-angstrom wavelength 
of electron waves, which is proportional to the inverse of the square root of the beam energy. 
To obtain sub-nanometer resolutions, TEM in the energy range of 200~300keV have been 
favored owing to the pico-meter wavelength of electrons in this range, and to the ease at 
which lens aberrations can be corrected since aberration severity increases as the electron 
energy becomes low. However, in the electron energy range used in conventional TEM 
imaging, the low Z elements like carbon found in organic specimen have weak scattering 
cross sections (both elastic and inelastic cross sections) [1], resulting in minimal image 
amplitude contrast, and with phase contrast generated, at the expense of resolution, by 
defocusing. As a result, staining with heavy metal dispersions is often employed for contrast 
enhancement in a process called ‘negative staining’, which is also not ideal since electron 
scattering by the stain imposes a limit on the achievable image resolution (dependent on the 
grain size of the stain) and can also lead to staining artefacts. 
In the low-energy electron domain, below a few tens of kilovolts, SEM is an attractive 
alternative. In this range, the scattering cross sections of carbon (both elastic and inelastic) 
become larger by approximately an order of magnitude compared to the 200~300keV range 
of conventional TEM [1]. While the increased scattering cross sections may lead to increased 
image contrast, SEM is only capable of utilizing secondary electrons generated from the 
‘interaction volume’ (the sample volume through which the electron beam can penetrate), 
which reduces in size with decreasing beam energy, and backscattered electrons whose yield 
is substantially smaller than the forward-scattered electrons usually acquired in 
transmission-type microscopes. As such, for the typical thickness range of biological 
specimens observed in electron microscopy, low-energy SEM would only be suitable for 
observing surface structures. However, signal contrast of the surface structure acquired from 
secondary and backscattered electrons of carbon-based specimens adsorbed to a support film 
(usually carbon based) tends to be small. Furthermore, organic specimens are known to 
become more radiolysis-sensitive with decreasing incident electron energy [2,3]; at 20keV, 
damage is considered to be approximately an order of magnitude more severe than 200keV. 
Even with aberration correctors that increase resolution by focusing electrons to a smaller 
probe size, improvements in image contrast from secondary electrons would be difficult for 
such specimens as the strongly focused beam would also increase the rate of radiation 
damage and specimen decomposition. Consequently, as in TEM imaging, negative staining is 
often employed for damage prevention and contrast enhancement. These factors prevent 
conventional SEM imaging from achieving high-resolution images of organic specimens by 
fully utilizing the benefits of the large scattering cross sections in this energy range. 
Therefore, an imaging method for these light element materials, which enables high image 
contrast and resolution and less radiation damage, has been called for. 
 
2. Holographic imaging 
 The principle of (in-line) electron holography, invented almost 70 years ago by 
Dennis Gabor [4], has been proposed as a potential solution to this problem. The principle of 
holography is found elsewhere, including in Gabor’s original paper, but in short, the strategy 
makes use of the wave nature of electrons to create coherent interference patterns between the 
elastically scattered electron wave from the object specimen (object wave), and the 
non-scattered electron wave (reference wave). Since the object wave undergoes phase -shifts 
as it interacts with the molecular electric potentials of the object upon scattering, the 
phase-shift experienced by the object wave carries structural information about the object 
specimen. The phase-shifted object wave then interferes with the reference wave, which has 
not been phase-shifted, resulting in an interference pattern, the recording of which results in a 
hologram. The hologram is considered to contain molecular information, such as elemental 
composition, charge density and specimen thickness. In this way, the wave nature of the 
electrons, namely the phase of the wave, may be utilized for imaging (Fig. 1).  
 In Gabor’s original idea, the hologram is then illuminated with the same coherent 
electron beam as in the recording stage to reconstruct the microscopic image of the object on 
the distant detector. The original objective of this invention was to obtain high-resolution 
microscopic images by circumventing the intrinsic spherical aberrations of magnetic lenses. 
Modern holographic methods digitally record holograms and reconstruct the microscopic 
image by numerically back propagating the hologram with various computational algorithms.   
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Ray diagram of in-line holographic imaging of our system. The electron beam 
(shaded blue), after propagating in the SEM column, diffracts at the specimen a few 
hundred micrometers downstream from SEM focus. Part of the electron wave scattered at 
the specimen (object wave) interferes with the non-scattered part (reference wave), where 
they are projected on the detector resulting in an interference pattern (hologram).   
If a 20keV electron energy microscope is operated in in-line holographic mode for 
carbon-based specimens, it exhibits high image contrast (amplitude and phase contrast) 
owing to the high scattering cross sections and large phase-shifts of the object wave. 
Therefore, high-contrast imaging with low-dose illumination could be possible, and could 
also mitigate specimen damage caused by the electron beam, as seen in conventional electron 
imaging methods. 
For conventional TEM imaging at 200keV, very thin biological specimens or weak 
phase objects are difficult to visualize due to a lack of the image contrast as briefly stated in 
Introduction. Phase contrast, in the weak phase object approximation usually applied to thin 
biological specimens, is approximately proportional to the phase-shift in the wave function, 
and the phase-shift is proportional to the inverse of the incident energy [5]. Phase-shifts at 
200keV, therefore, only amount to approximately one tenth of those at 20keV.  As a result, a 
large number of micrographs - a few hundred thousand or more - are generally used for 
image averaging in three-dimensional reconstruction algorithms at 200keV. By increasing 
image contrast substantially, holographic imaging of weak phase objects in the 20keV range 
could potentially reduce the requirement for a large number of micrographs. A recent 
publication on the imaging of ice-embedded biological specimens with aberration corrected 
low-energy TEM [6] reports that while imaging at low accelerating voltages does increase 
image contrast, it does not necessarily mitigate radiation damage. We would like to point out, 
however, that recent developments in nanotechnology associated with graphene could have 
the potential to circumvent this issue [7]. Issues related to specimen decomposition in 
low-energy imaging of biological specimens will be reported in a future publication. 
In the holographic imaging method, the higher the coherence of the impinging 
electron beam, the higher the image contrast and resulting resolution. It does not suffer from 
the trade-off between image contrast and resolution, a dilemma found in conventional TEM 
imaging. Furthermore, inelastically scattered electrons with a minute energy loss, as little as 
10
-15
[eV], will not constructively interfere with the reference wave and do not contribute to 
the interference pattern [8]. This “chromatic-filtering effect” of high coherency electron 
beams enhances image contrast and resolution in holographic imaging. 
Other merits of (in-line) holographic imaging are: (1) since it makes use of Fresnel 
diffraction, image resolution would have some tolerance (albeit not to the same degree as 
Fraunhofer diffraction) to the lateral motion of sample and system vibrations, (2) aberrations 
induced by the lenses are correctable during the image reconstruction phase, (3) phase and 
amplitude information of the exit wave-function can be obtained separately and (4) there is 
no objective-lens pole-piece enclosing the specimen, resulting in free space around the 
specimen for the introduction of manipulation units such as a focused ion beam, a nano-probe 
and a process gas unit that allow for specimen environment modifications. This would be 
advantageous for in-situ observations of nano-engineering and chemical processes. The 
magnetic field-free environment can also accommodate magnetic field-sensitive specimens.  
In order to achieve aberration-free, high-contrast images, a series of pioneering 
experiments have been conducted by Fink et al. in which in-line holography was adopted 
with extremely low-energy electron beams produced by a single-atom source, yielding beams 
from a few tens to a few hundred eVs and a completely lens free system [9,10,11,12,13]. 
They have successfully resolved the surface conformations of a series of biological 
specimens to sub-nanometer resolutions under near-damage free conditions [14]. Their 
method enables aberration-free, high-contrast imaging of biological specimens owing to the 
high scattering cross sections of atoms with sub-hundred eV electron beams.  However, such 
low electron beam energies would be incompatible with the relatively thick cryo-preserved 
specimens found in cryo-electron microscopy, a conventional scheme to keep specimens 
hydrated in a vacuum, since the electrons would be unable to penetrate through the specimen. 
Operating the electron beam for sustained periods would be also difficult due to low stability 
of the emission source.  
Another attempt at utilizing a low-energy electron regime with diffraction mode was 
made by a group at Hitachi Ltd, where a diffraction microscope with a 20keV electron beam 
was employed in a modified SEM column. In this work, the structure of single-wall carbon 
nanotube (SWCT) was resolved to atomic resolution by utilizing an iterative phase-retrieval 
reconstruction method [15,16,17]. Their SEM column-based low-energy microscope enables 
stable operation and seamless mode interchange between SEM and diffraction. However, 
phase retrieval methods from far-field diffraction patterns do not always result in unique 
reconstructed images of specimens with non-periodic structures, which is typical of 
biological specimens that are difficult to crystalize. 
To solve these predicaments, we have been developing an in-line holography 
microscope operable from a few keV to 30keV that utilizes Fresnel diffraction, with a goal to 
resolve the native structures of biological specimens to sub-nanometer resolutions from a 
single micrograph. This report describes a brief account of the instrumentation and principle 
of operation of the microscope and experimental holographic images of gold nano-particles 
and carbon nano-fiber used for performance tests.  
 
3. Apparatus overview 
The in-line holography microscope under development is based on a SEM with a 
focused ion beam column (called Diffraction Microscope with Focused ion beam of Hitachi 
High Tech Science, hereafter abbreviated as “DMF” in this report, Fig. 2). The SEM-based 
platform was chosen as the basis of the microscope because of (1) the feasibility of operating 
at low energies, (2) the feasibility of installing and extending the electron beam projection 
column for holographic imaging by modifying the vacuum chamber, and (3) operational ease 
and robustness of the system and electron beam source, important in the initial stages of 
development where substantial trouble-shooting through trial and error was expected. 
This SEM-based DMF is modified and equipped with: (1) a specially designed 
diffraction beam projection column equipped with beam alignment and projection optics, (2) 
a goniometer stage for accommodating a side entry TEM holder, and (3) a BF-STEM detector 
to complement SEM imaging and a CMOS detector with a wide area to acquire holograms. 
This microscope is also designed to be quickly interchangeable from normal SEM and 
BF-STEM modes to in-line holography mode without changing system optics. A brief 
overview of the instrumentation follows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The illumination optics, a Carl Zeiss GEMINI electron gun column for SEM, is 
equipped with a Schottky electron emitter (DENKA TFE174C) with a 200[nm] diameter 
emission area of W/ZrO(100), shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). A Schottky electron emitter is 
Fig. 2, (Right). Diffraction electron microscope with focused ion beam (DMF). The SEM 
column is located in the upper left and the projection column in the bottom right. (Left) 
Illustration of the electron beam direction for in-line holographic imaging. The electron 
beam from the SEM column focuses a small distance upstream from sample. The 
diffracted beam propagates in the beam projection column to the detector, forming a 
hologram pattern. The SEM and projection column are set in horizontal orientations in 
this prototype since the length of the projection column was not determined at the 
beginning of the project.   
suitable for the initial development stages owing to its high beam-throughput yet relatively 
small virtual-source size, 20[nm], and a small energy spread, 0.6eV, [18,19], which is 
expected to generate a highly coherent electron beam (Fig. 3 (c)). Furthermore, its emission 
stability for long periods without flushing or an ultra-high vacuum environment in the 
column would mitigate problems originating from the illumination optics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. (a) SEM image of the Schottky emitter with the emitter housing (DENKA 
TFE174C) used for this experiment. (b) High-magnification view of the tip of the emitter. 
The flat emission area of W/ZrO(100) in the middle of the tip is approximately 200[nm] in 
diameter. Images (a) and (b) were taken with a Carl Zeiss Merlin SEM. (c) Fresnel fringes 
of the electron beam from the Schottky source shown in (a) and (b), created at the aperture 
edge. The spatial coherence length of the electron beam on the detector plane was 
measured to be approximately 1[cm] from the edge of the 3[cm] radius beam profile, 
indicating a spatial coherence length at the object plane of approximately 600[nm] for a 
1.7 [μm] diameter beam [20,21,22,23]. The image was acquired with the optics 
configuration depicted in Fig.1 but without a specimen. (d) Conceptual illustration of the 
electron beam in the SEM gun column. An electron beam is extracted to the condenser 
lens, collimated to pass through the beam aperture, before propagating down to the 
magnetic-electrostatic compound objective lens to focus on the object plane.  
The optics of the electron gun column consists of a condenser lens upstream and a 
magnetic and electrostatic compound objective lens downstream, combined with a beam 
booster to decelerate the electron beam, producing electron beams with high resistance to 
ambient fields, and allows for image resolution in the order of a few-nanometers over the 
beam energy range of a few hundred eV to 30keV and with beam currents of a few hundred 
pico-ampere (Fig. 3 (d)). In this development, the pre-installed conventional six-hole beam 
aperture at the condenser lens was replaced with a single-hole aperture with a 35[μm] 
diameter in order to block stray beams which would otherwise pass through the other five 
holes and deteriorate the coherency of the electron beam.    
The beam projection column for in-line holography is simple in structure. It has the 
dimensions of approximately 1.3[m] in length and 30[cm] in diameter, comprising external 
and internal columns, each electrically insulated from the other. The external column is 
electrically grounded and is covered with thin permalloy sheets which magnetically shield the 
columns from Earth’s magnetic field, whereas the internal column electrically floats, 
allowing for an electric potential that can be used to accelerate incident electron beams with 
energies below ~5keV. This allows for the detection of electrons that would otherwise fall 
below the energy threshold of the detector. In this study, with a 20keV electron beam, 
acceleration of the beam was not necessary hence the internal column was electrically 
grounded. The beam projection column is also equipped with a projection lens and alignment 
coil units.  
 The projection lens unit consists of two water-cooled electro-magnet lenses enclosed 
in soft magnetic iron steel yokes with 35[mm] inner diameters and 10[mm] pole-piece gaps, 
housed upstream in the projection column. The first lens loosely collimates incident 
diffracted beams with very large scattering angles, while the second lens projects diffraction 
patterns onto the detector with up to a few hundred thousand-fold magnification. The first 
lens is not required for 20keV incident beams thus only the second lens was used in this study. 
The alignment coil unit is made of a set of two saddle coils 35[mm] in diameter, mounted on 
a fiber glass tube, and located a few centimeters inside the beam entrance of the column. 
Magnetic fields generated by the saddle coils exert Lorentz force on electron trajectories in x 
and y directions, aligning incoming diffracted electron beams along the optical axis of the 
column. This is an important function for reducing off-axis aberrations. As shown in Fig. 4, if 
a diffracted electron beam impinges on the column entrance with an off-axis offset distance 
and angle, with respect to the optical axis of the column, the diffracted beam would skew off 
the detection area. Furthermore, the hologram pattern would deviate due to off-axis 
aberrations [24]. These off-axis aberrations could potentially be reduced by properly aligning 
the incoming diffracted beam. System aberrations, including those of the projection and SEM 
columns, will be presented in a future report.  
                                             
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 (a) Side view of the projection column and illustration of the electrode 
inside the column for electron trajectory simulation. (b) SIMION [25] 
simulation of electron trajectories in the projection column. 20keV electron 
beam (in blue) with eight elevation angles up to 4.2 [mrad], numerical aperture 
of the system, corresponding to 1[nm], with 36 radial orientations (total 288 = 
36 x 8) are simulated. Total trajectories start from 5[mm] from the entrance of 
the projection column. The principal ray of these trajectories is incident along 
the optical axis without off-axis offset (neither an offset distance nor offset 
angle). (c) Trajectory points at the detector plane. The beam is projected and 
magnified by the projection lens to half the size of the detector, ~64[mm], onto 
the central part of the detector. The trajectories retain a radial distribution 
without significant spiral distortion. The dotted square indicates the size of the 
full detection area, 128[mm], and the red lines indicate half the detector rim 
size. (d), (e) Simulations of trajectories with the same energy and optic 
conditions as in (b), (c), however, with the principal ray offset 100 [um] in 
distance and angular offset of 5[mrad] with respect to the optical axis. The 
trajectories skew off the detection area. (f), (g) Trajectories with the same offset 
conditions as in (d), (e) and the same optics as in (b), (c), are aligned by the 
alignment coils. The trajectories are nearly identical to (b), (c) despite the large 
incident offset. (Note: These offsets are ~5 times worse than what is possible in 
our system. We use these values for illustrative purposes.) (h) Blue curve: the 
deviation of the radiuses of the trajectory points of the largest scattering angle, 
4.2[mrad] at which the deviation is most severe, with offset incident case 
simulated in (e) from those with no offset incident case simulated in (c); ∆ = R
e
 
– R
c
. The deviation ranges from -100[μm] to 1.7 [mm] indicating severe 
distortion is imposed on the electron trajectories. Red curve: the deviation of the 
radiuses of the trajectories after alignment in (g) from those of (c); ∆ = R
g
 – R
c
. 
After alignment, mitigation of deviation within 30 [μm], less than 1 ~2 pixels of 
the detector, would be possible. With this alignment carried out, off-axis 
aberration is largely removed and remaining aberrations are most likely 
spherical [24] (Not discussed in this report). 
 
 
The goniometer is designed to move the TEM holder within a +/- 3[mm] range in the 
X-Y-Z axis, with a minimum step size of few micrometers, by clicking on an area of interest 
on the SEM image of the sample grid. 360[deg] rotation, with a minimum step size of one 
degree, facilitates sample visualization (Fig. 5 (a)). The quick and accurate movement of the 
specimen holder greatly shortens sample searching time, and enables seamless mode 
interchange between SEM and holography by simply shifting the specimen position beyond 
the SEM focal point by approximately 100 to 300[μm]. The ample space around the 
beam-specimen coincident point accommodates a finely controllable nano-probe to directly 
manipulate the specimen grid, and a gas nozzle unit and the ion beam unit to alter the 
chemical environment of the specimen (Fig. 5 (b), (c)).  
A BF-STEM detector unit is also incorporated in the projection column as an alternate 
imaging mode to SEM. Mounted on a pneumatically controlled linear-shift actuator (UHV 
Design), the detector can be quickly retracted out from the beam axis (Fig. 5 (d)). BF-STEM 
is particularly useful for finding specimens that exhibit low image contrast in SEM, which is 
often the case for light element materials and biological specimens adsorbed to the surface of 
conventional thin carbon TEM grids. The BF-STEM detector employed in the study is rather 
simple in its construction, consisting of a centimeter squared P47-phosphor coated stainless 
steel plate mounted in an aluminum housing with an acrylic light guide. The light guide is 
then connected with a photo multiplier tube (PMT H10720 Hamamatsu Photonics) and then 
with the imaging circuitry of DMF to construct two-dimensional scanned images. Short rise 
and decay times of H10720, both approximately 1[ns], which are faster than those of P47 
(10[ns] and 100[ns], respectively), enables the conversion of the phosphor signal generated 
by BF-STEM with a usual scanning speed of 1[MHz]. 
 The detector used for holography imaging is a TVIPS F816. It employs an ultra 
high-resolution (UHR) scintillator-coated thin aluminum plate with a 128[mm] x 128[mm] 
sensor area, coupled with fiber-optics bundles in an 8000 x 8000 CMOS array.  The highest 
sensitivity of the UHR scintillators is optimized for a beam energy of 40keV, with pixels of 
15.4[um
2
], fill factors of 70% and a 16-bit dynamic range. These characteristics are 
considered suitable for low-energy, low-dose imaging, where the signal intensity at the 
fringes for high-resolution is expected to be low [26,27].  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Goniometer for TEM holder enables +/- 3[mm] motion in three-dimensions 
and 360[deg] rotation. (b) Beam coincident space. The picture shows the electron gun 
column, gas nozzle, Argon ion gun column, secondary electron detector and beam 
projection column (counterclockwise from left). The nano-probe and FIB column are 
not shown. (c) SEM image of the nano-probe over a TEM grid with an attached FIB 
processed beam mask. (d) Pneumatic control actuator unit (UHV design) for STEM 
detector.  
4. Experiment 
In order to test the in-line holographic imaging potential of the DMF, a 20keV 
electron beam was used to image gold nano-particles and carbon nano-fibers. A 20keV 
electron beam in normal SEM mode yields a 250[pA] beam current and 4.2[mrad] 
convergence half-angle (also the numerical aperture of the beam), yielding a ~2[nm] diameter 
focused spot of 2 x 10
3
 electrons, corresponding to ~5[e
-
/A
2
] in the beam profile area of 
approximately 1.7[μm] in diameter (= d∙α, with the distance from the electron beam focus to 
object: d = 200[um], the numerical aperture: α = 4.2[mrad]) on the object plane. The 
resolving power of holographic imaging is expected to be ~1[nm] (= λ∕2α, with the 
wavelength: λ=0.865e-11[m] at 20keV). The optics configuration is illustrated in Fig.1. The 
gold nano-particles used for this test were prepared as describe in [28] and deposited onto a 
conventional TEM grid with a 10[nm] thick carbon film (Thin Carbon Film Coated TEM 
girds, Cu200CN, Alliance Biosystem, Japan). Carbon nano-fibers were part of the web-like 
lacey carbon substrate of a chemical vapor deposited graphene film grid (CVD, graphene film 
on lacey carbon film, Graphene Supermarket). 
The experimental procedure proceeds as follows; (1) the electron emitter is activated 
in SEM mode with a 20keV accelerating voltage and the projection lens system in the 
projection column is activated to allow for approximately x10
5
 magnification on the CMOS 
detector. (2) An area of interest is located by searching the grid in SEM (or BF-STEM) mode. 
In order to mitigate radiation damage at this stage, a wide field-of-view is employed to 
effectively reduce the direct electron dose the sample is subjected to. (3) Once an area of 
interested has been identified, scanning is stopped and the microscope is switched to in-line 
holography mode by shifting the TEM holder along the optical axis by 200[μm] downstream 
from the SEM focal point (if BF-STEM is used, the STEM detector is retracted off the beam 
path). (4) A holographic image is acquired by irradiating the specimen with the divergent 
beam for a designated exposure time, with the resulting interference pattern captured on the 
detector. The total electron doses in holography mode were ~50[e
-
/A
2
] with an 8[s] exposure 
time and ~0.4[e
-
/A
2
] with a 50[ms] exposure time for the gold nano-particles and carbon 
nano-fibers, respectively. This experimental procedure does not require reconditioning of the 
electron beam when switching from SEM (or BF-STEM) to holography mode nor any 
adjustments to the electron optics in the projection system. Coupled with the instantaneous 
switching between modes, rapid acquisition of holographic images can be achieved. In these 
tests, one quarter of the total sensor area, corresponding to 64[mm
2
] or 4000 x 4000 pixels, 
was used. Resulting holograms are processed by a bespoke computer program with 
pre-installed noise-correction files to remove shot-noise and to linearize the signal-gain by 
extrapolation if it approaches gain saturation. We employed Fresnel-Kirchhoff 
back-propagation to reconstruct real-space images from the holograms. The inherent twin 
image was not removed this time.  
5. Results and Discussion   
Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the respective SEM and BF-STEM images of gold 
nano-particles on a ~10[nm] thick carbon film. Fig. 6(c) and (d) show the in-line hologram 
and its reconstructed (amplitude) image of the same area. Similarly, Fig. 7(a) and (b) show 
the respective SEM and BF-STEM images of carbon nano-fiber spanned over the edges of 
the Lacey carbon substrate  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6, (a) SEM image of gold nano-particles spread on a 10[nm] carbon. The image is 
obtained at 20keV. Inset is an enlarged image of the three particles located in the middle. 
(b) BF-STEM mode image of (a). The edges of the object are blurred both in (a), (b) due 
to environmental vibrations. (c) In-line hologram image of the same area as (a). The 
total electron dose applied is about ~50[e
-
/A
2
] with an 8[s] exposure time. The 
texture-like background is due to the carbon film and possibly adsorbed carbonyl 
contamination. (d) The reconstructed (amplitude) image of (c). The edges of the object 
appear to be sharper than those of (a), (b). The remaining fringes due to the twin are, 
however, not removed in (d), which would be the cause for the unresolved gaps between 
particles.  
while Fig. 7(c) and (d) show the in-line hologram of the same area and its reconstructed 
(amplitude) image. In the SEM and BF-STEM images of Fig. 6(a), (b) and Fig. 7 (a), (b), the 
outer edges of the gold nano-particles and the carbon fiber appear to be blurred and saw-like 
in the horizontal direction, and their resolutions appear to be worse than the ~2[nm] focused 
spot size of the incident beam. Possible causes of these suboptimal images are vibrations 
arising from the vacuum pumps and the laboratory floor propagating to the head of the 
specimen holder.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the hologram Fig. 6 (c), the gold nano-particles appear as strong dots-like objects 
with interference fringes around them. The complicated texture-like pattern over the entire 
background is mostly attributable to the interference of the electrons transmitted through the 
Fig. 7, (a) SEM image of a carbon fiber of a CVD graphene grid. (b) BF-STEM mode 
image of (a). The edges of the object are blurred both in (a), (b) due to vibrations. (c) 
In-line hologram image of the same area as (a). The fringes spread further out compared 
to those in Fig. 6 (c) due to the vacuum background. The total dose used is ~0.4[e
-
/A
2
] 
with 50[ms] exposure time. (d) The reconstructed (amplitude) image of (c). The twin 
image is not removed. In (a), (b) and (d), the insets are enlarged images of the squared 
segments. 
carbon substrate film (perhaps with some adsorbed carbonyl contamination), which would 
indicate that some electrons experience phase-shifts upon scattering by the ~10[nm] thick 
carbon film. Despite the presence of the out-of-focus twin image around the particles, the 
reconstructed gold nano-particles in Fig. 6 (d) exhibit more clearly defined edges than those 
in the SEM and STEM images in Fig. 6 (a) and (b), suggesting superior image stability and 
tolerance to vibrations. As a consequence, image resolution is also improved with 
holographic imaging compared to the conventional imaging methods. The gold particles 
imaged by the 20keV electron beam are considered to be free of radiolysis and knock-on 
damage [3]. The major radiation damage at this energy is thought to be heat due to excessive 
amounts of electron dose, which would melt and deform the gold particles. This was not 
observed with the 50 [e
-
/A
2
] dose rate. 
 Compared to the images of gold nano-particles, the interference fringes in the 
hologram of the carbon fiber (Fig. 7 (c)) extend further away from the edge of the fiber due to 
the vacuum background. The edges of the carbon fiber in the reconstructed image in Fig. 7 
(d) are also more clearly defined than those of the SEM and BF-STEM image and exhibit 
clear contrast even with a minute total dose of 0.4[e
-
/A
2
]. The SEM and STEM images in Fig. 
6 and Fig. 7 were taken at high dose levels, for presentation purposes, of approximately 
20[e
-
/A
2
]. SEM images with a dose of 5[e
-
/A
2
] or less show substantial image blurring. This 
observation shows the feasibility of low-dose imaging with in-line holography. 
The resolutions obtained via the conventional edge-contrast method on the 
reconstructed image are found to be approximately 3.5[nm] as shown in Fig. 8. However, this 
varies depending on the edge of the reconstructed object measured, from 3 to 5[nm], which is 
three to five times larger than the numerical aperture of the system and about two to three 
times larger than the focused beam spot size. This could be due in part to the rounded edges 
of the test objects, gold-particles and carbon fibers, which would make the definition of the 
edges somewhat vague. A similar problem has been pointed out in an earlier study [29]. 
Furthermore, there are partial overlaps of the out-of-focus twin images with the reconstructed 
objects and, for the images of the gold particles, significant background contrast as a result of 
the carbon support film. These issues make holograms noisy and cause the edge contrast 
method to be ill defined, even if the reconstructed images show less effect from vibrations 
compared to the SEM images.  
A major cause of this unsatisfactory resolving power, however, could be a lack of 
spatial coherence in the electron beam, which would result in weak and limited extension of 
the interference patterns. 1[nm] resolution may be achievable if the impinging electron beam 
is perfectly coherent, generates interference fringes up to the numerical aperture angle and the 
finest fringes are resolved with the Nyquist criteria satisfied [30]. The finest interference 
fringes for 1[nm] resolution in the current setup are approximately 75[μm], which would 
cover 5 pixels near the rim of the detector, satisfying the Nyquist criteria. 
The interference fringes from the specimens recorded in the holograms, Fig. 6 (c) and 
Fig. 7 (c), however, do not reach the detection rim, preventing the full resolving power and 
contrast of the system from being attained. In particular, as shown in Fig .7 (c), the extension 
of fringes from the carbon fiber were found to be about only one-third of the detection limit 
despite the reference wave transmitting through vacuum. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Some possible causes of this include, for example, (1) a lack of coherence of the 
Fig. 8 (a), (b) Intensity profile along the blue line across the reconstructed images 
shown in the insets of a gold particle and carbon fiber, respectively. The resolutions 
measured by the edge response - the distance between 10% to 90% of maximum 
intensity - are found to be 3.4[nm] and 3.6[nm] respectively. Determining the 
maximum intensity and its position for the edge contrast method is difficult due to the 
noisy oscillations of intensity. Here we set the maximum intensity at the middle of the 
first maximum and first minimum of the intensity oscillation.  
electrons generated at the Schottky emitter owing to its relatively large area of W(100) of 
200[nm] in diameter and energy spread of ~0.6[eV] [19], (2) inadequate electron optical 
setup in the electron-gun and lens aberrations; both (1) and (2) would lead a large 
virtual-source size and a large focus point, and would worsen the spatial coherence of the 
imping beam. (3) Inadequate electron optics in the projection column and remaining 
aberrations, and (4) an excessive level of the environmental disturbance, for example, 
environmental vibrations, specimen drift, vibrations of the electron source, fluctuations of 
electrical currents or voltages of the electron optics, all of which would impair coherent 
interference and limit the generation of the interference fringes thus limiting the achievable 
resolution. Since image resolution and contrast in holographic imaging depend on electron 
beam coherence [31,32 ], beam coherence will be improved in the next stage of development. 
In addition to beam coherence, we are currently investigating the following modifications in 
order to achieve sub-nanometer resolution; (1) increasing the converging angle of the incident 
beam beyond the current 4.2 [mrad] to, for example, 16 [mrad], by increasing the 
aperture-hole size at the condenser lens and excitation power of the objective lens, which will 
permit interference between the reference beam and more highly scattered electrons, resulting 
in an image resolution of 0.3 [nm], (2) correcting aberrations with widely used CTF 
correction methods, such as the use of an amorphous carbon film [33,34,35] to determine and 
correct the image CTF, which can then be incorporated into the reconstructed image thus 
reducing aberrations that would otherwise deteriorate resolution and cause the mixing of 
amplitude and phase information [36,37], and (3) removing the twin image by, for example, 
iterative algorithms [38,39] that eliminate fringes from the twin image that appears in the 
vicinity of the real image, deteriorating resolution. By introducing these modifications, we 
believe the DMF4000 can achieve an image resolution below 1 [nm].   
 
6. Conclusion 
Our ultimate goal is to develop a low-energy in-line holography microscope capable of 
imaging biological specimens at the individual molecule level. This microscope enables 
seamless mode interchange from the normal SEM or BF-STEM mode to the in-line 
holography mode by simply shifting the position of the specimen with respect to the beam 
focal point, without changing the electron beam condition or optics of the system. 
Holographic imaging was performed at 20keV electron beam for the gold nano-particles and 
carbon nano-fiber targets. The reconstructed image of carbon nano-fiber shows superior 
resolution and stability compared to SEM or BF-STEM images, and shows well discernible 
contrast even with a minute dose. Despite the unsatisfactory beam coherency of our current 
electron beam, our results hitherto demonstrate the feasibility of low-energy holography 
imaging by utilizing the high scattering cross section of carbon based specimens and the high 
phase-shift of the wave function in the low-energy range, and hence the feasibility for 
contrast enhancement. Next steps will be to demonstrate contrast enhancement of biological 
specimens in unstained and ice-embedded conditions. With the capability of high-contrast, 
low-dose imaging and seamless mode-interchangeability, the low-energy in-line holography 
microscope is expected to be a powerful tool for biological specimen imaging.           
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